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Richard Alan Miller has a long and extensive resume in the
fields of Physics, Metaphysics and Agriculture. two of Richard
Miller’s high school science projects were adopted by NASA,
including one used in the Mariner 4 mission to determine the
amount of water on the planet Mars.

At age 16 he built a linear accelerator and hydrogen bubble
chamber for a science fair project and was the first American
to demonstrate particles going faster than the speed of light.

He’s been involved in research and projects – many at top
secret level – that have formed the basis of several modern-
day scientific inventions.

Miller’s  research  in  the  field  of  paranormal  began  as  a
graduate  physicist  working  11  years  with  Navy  Intel
(Anesthesiology). His work includes foundational papers on A
Holographic Concept of Reality and Embryonic Holography and
work with microwaves and synthetic telepathy.

He was used as Timothy Leary’s experimental guinea pig to see
what the effects of LSD were when taken by a Mensa level
genius.

Dr. Miller was the real-life character that the X-Files’ Fox
Mulder was based on – investigating unexplained phenomena for
Navy Seal Corp and MRU, which put him in the path of many
incredible life experiences, including an encounter with an
alien and travel to an underground Antarctic Nazi base.
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He conducted ESP experiments with astronaut Edgar Mitchell on
the dark side of the Moon, and he developed early protocols
and trained Navy Seals in ESP and Super Soldier techniques.

As  an  agriculturalist,  he  is  a  recognized  expert  in  the
growing and marketing of crops and herbals and has invented
ingenious and effective farm machinery specific to the type of
crops to be harvested and had input into production of some of
the largest crop producers in the world.

His metaphysical works spring from his mother and grandmother,
who were renowned psychic investigators and he himself is a
high-level  initiate  of  several  traditions  and  lodges.  His
grandfather was the magician who trained Houdini.

He’s written several books and papers on Metaphysics, Magick,
Herbs, Pshcology.

The list of books and papers are towering. his website is
http://www.richardalanmiller.com

 

[Interview  starts  at  about  7  minutes  in,  which  is  preset
below.]
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